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While the military uses drones to kill terrorists, feminist activists plan to use them to kill
unborn babies.
A Dutch abortion activist group, Women on Waves
(http://www.womenonwaves.org/en/page/5636/abortion-drone--first-flight-to-poland),
recently flew (http://www.womenonwaves.org/en/page/5832/first-abortion-drone-flight--asuccess--women-in-poland-receive-medical-abortion) “abortion drones” loaded with abortion
pills across the border from Germany into Poland, where abortion is prohibited in most cases.
A willing audience, feminist media applauded the move, from Jezebel demanding an “abortion
drone army” in the U.S. to Dame Magazine alluding to a “drone-led abortion revolution.”
In a “symbolic act,” two Polish feminists who weren’t pregnant, swallowed the pills
(mifepristone and misoprostol) once the drones landed. However, German law enforcement
did not support the demonstration. Police confiscated (http://jezebel.com/poland-hasabortion-drones-we-need-abortion-drones-1716176296) the drones and attempted to press
criminal charges even though Women on Waves claimed
(http://www.womenonwaves.org/en/page/5636/abortion-drone--first-flight-to-poland)
the delivery wasn’t prohibited by law.

That didn’t stop the media from commending the abortion feminists.
For Jezebel, Natasha Vargas-Cooper wrote a July 7 piece (http://jezebel.com/poland-hasabortion-drones-we-need-abortion-drones-1716176296) arguing, “Poland Has Abortion
Drones. We Need Abortion Drones.”

Using all caps, Vargas-Cooper expressed her excitement. “BUT HOW FUCKING COOL IS THIS
WHOLE STORY? ARE YOU READING THIS? LET’S BUILD AN ABORTION DRONE ARMY,” she
wrote. “Next stop, Texas—who’s with me?”
She wasn’t alone. Since the endeavor began, feminist media have raced to cover the drone
project.
“[L]et me be the first to say: Send in the drones,” wrote
(http://www.damemagazine.com/2015/06/22/can-we-please-get-abortion-drone) Robin Marty
for Dame Magazine in June. Marty spoke of a “drone-led abortion revolution,” and asked, “How
can we get a drone here in the U.S.?"
For Think Progress, Tara
Culp-Ressler decided

(http://thinkprogress.org/health/2015/06/24/3673350/abortion-drone-poland/) that, “The
‘Abortion Drone’ Is Bringing Women A Safe Way To End An Early Pregnancy,” while Bustle’s
Josephine B. Yurcaba called (http://www.bustle.com/articles/93868-these-photos-of-theabortion-drone-delivering-its-first-pills-to-poland-are-part-of-the) the move a “powerful ongoing
protest.”
“[The drones] could be an essential tool for providing women with access to abortion,”
Refinery 29’s Meredith Clark chimed in. (http://www.refinery29.com/2015/06/89537/abortiondrone-poland)
“[I]t’s raising awareness of the insane and cruel obstacles women all over the world still face in
the quest for reproductive autonomy,” wrote

(http://www.salon.com/2015/06/23/abortion_drones_how_technology_is_breaking_through_restrict
Salon’s Mary Elizabeth Williams.

She also took note of the “anti abortion sites” that are “frothing at the notion of their attempts
to control women’s bodies being subverted” and the “reproductive rights opponents” that
“chalk up intervention to help women as ‘stunts.’”
Except that they are “stunts,” even according to her allies. For Gawker’s Gizmodo, Kate
Knibbs’s piece (http://gizmodo.com/abortion-drone-is-the-best-drone-1713388194) (“Abortion
Drone Is the Best Drone”) read, “It’s a gimmick, but a worthwhile one.”
Rebecca Gomperts, founder and director of Women on Waves, expressed
(http://rhrealitycheck.org/article/2015/06/26/abortion-drone-will-wont-mean-reproductiverights/) hope that “abortion rights groups in the United States might follow her lead someday”
to RH Reality Check.
“It also has something fun about it,” Gomperts told the outlet. “Of course you’re not allowed to
say ‘fun’ when you’re talking about abortion, but it’s not just negativity and heaviness and
suffering. I mean, abortion is also a positive experience for a lot of people.”
This isn't the feminist media’s only project. Earlier this year, journalists hailed
(http://newsbusters.org/blogs/katie-yoder/2015/05/02/feminist-media-hail-satanistsdeeming-abortion-religious-belief) Satanists for deeming abortion a “religious belief.”
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Their excuse for unfettered abortion is "It's all about women controlling their own bodies".
...And yet -- they can't even keep from getting pregnant. Some control, eh?
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CynthiaCoG > ThisnThatNH
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So freaking true. This pill should be called the Mulligan Pill.. Do over pill, like I never
had proof of having no control (aka sex) over my own body
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The US already has abortion "drones"; they're called brain-washed feminists.
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And they drone on and on and on….
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These people have no idea how utterly evil they sound.
I wonder if they will drop them first in areas with high black populations.
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It's not that they just SOUND evil. The evil goes a bit deeper than just sound.
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You want to see evil, MB?
Here it is, personified. A PP Medical Director, at lunch over several lovely glasses of
red wine, discussing the sale of aborted baby parts, and bragging at how good PP
is at harvesting these baby parts for sale without damaging them.
WARNING: Graphic, and disgusting beyond belief. I'm a peaceful person, but after
reading this, I wanted to break things and certain liberal faces, too. (BTW, I sent this
to Tim Graham, in the hopes that MRC will keep an eye out for the deluge of media
coverage on this evil group....heh).
http://liveactionnews.org/brea...
EVIL doesn't begin to cover it.
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Read the article (Can't watch the video at work). Disgusting. Absolutely
disgusting.
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I tried going to the link but it timed out. Could it be getting that many views?
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When Blonde speaks, people listen!
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I saw that (Michelle Malkin posted on Facebook), after I read the NB piece.
But my head exploded, so I couldn't come back here and comment further.
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Sheesh, Blonde, I haven't finished my morning donuts yet! :p
Seriously, these people have sold their souls.
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It'd be worse if they DO have an idea, and they like it.
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Abortion truly is the sacrament of the religion of leftism.
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Or the human sacrifice.
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Infant sacrifice, like in the Old Testament.
And yet they'll tell you they don't worship the Father of Lies.
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This is beyond immoral! You can't make this stuff up! God help these people!
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More champions for killing babies. Pity.
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as long as they kill their own the gene pool improves
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I'm not even going to try and understand the mind of a creature saying abortion can be
"fun", and a positive experience.
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There are some very sick people out there. Pray for them.
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Today's feminism: A bunch of lesbians, and women who should not become mothers
under any circumstances, aiding and abetting hetero women to kill their offspring.....Eve's
legacy has come full circle.
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“Of course you’re not allowed to say ‘fun’ when you’re talking about abortion, but it’s not
just negativity and heaviness and suffering. I mean, abortion is also a positive experience
for a lot of people.”
.
This is how low we've fallen as a species...
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"“[I]t’s raising awareness of the insane and cruel obstacles women all over the world still
face in the quest for reproductive autonomy,” wrote Salon’s Mary Elizabeth Williams." And
you, babydoll, are raising awareness of the insanity and cruelty of the modern "feminists".
And, btw, don't want to get pregnant? Perhaps a drone drop can be arranged to provide
you with a roll of duct tape and a map to your knees.
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There is no such thing as "reproductive autonomy"; a man is needed at some point
in the process. Basic biological science.
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Women are so sick no matter what country. There is so much evil in the world, no love for
babies, animals, people, parents and more. Women have become more self serving and
want attention like gays, groups using race or color, anti-gun advocates and more. I am a
pro-life woman, and do not like killing babies or others that are using lame excuses to get

pro-life woman, and do not like killing babies or others that are using lame excuses to get
their way.

⛺
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Beautiful picture.
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If I were the Polish authorities, I'd file charges of violating Poland's sovereignty (assuming
they have some such law) using the video as evidence and then have the Germans
extradite them in a very publically humiliating way.
"Stupid is as stupid does." - Forrest Gump
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"LET’S BUILD AN ABORTION DRONE ARMY"
We can call them Cylons!
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I prefer Borg.
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The Borg never aborted, Assimilated, yes, but never aborted. Resistance is
futile!
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Actually, Borg never procreated at all. Their only means of adding to
their population was assimilation, i.e. stealing from other societies.
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But there was a baby Borg in one of the episodes. I don't remember
if it was a baby that was assimilated or otherwise produced,
however.
Either way, abortionists are worse than Borg.
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According to Memory Alpha (the canon Wiki for Star Trek), the baby
that was found was one that was assimilated as a baby. :)
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Well, I DID say I didn't remember. But at least the Borg Queen didn't
kill the baby.
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Well, no metaphor is perfect. :)
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or "Morons"...
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Liberal women sure do hate babies.....it's a sickness of liberalism.
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Women in Vichy Town without at least two abortions to their credit, are treated like
social pariahs.
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After having viewed just one portion of the troll known as "QuestionMark666" profile, it is
my humble suggestion that she be removed. I can't even reprint or say what she was
talking about. She is a sick person and basically, the only thing we can do for her is pray.
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Wow!
That person really does hate Christianity!
And has a rather demented understanding of history as well.
I need to disinfect my computer now.
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I warned ya! ;-D
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It has been. We don't need that kind of evil here.
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Good. She gave me the willies. I swear I heard Satan.
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America is chasing Jesus out. It's no wonder the enemy is moving in.
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When we retreat, they advance.
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Yup.
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Blessed Michael, Archangel,
defend us in the hour of conflict;
be our safeguard against the wickedness and snares of the devil.
May God restrain him, we humbly pray;
and do thou, O Prince of the heavenly host,
by the power of God, thrust, down to hell, Satan,
and with him the other wicked spirits
who wander through the world for the ruin of souls.
Amen.
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LOVE that prayer!!
And we need it now more than ever!
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We say it every Sunday. I think we should say it every day. We absolutely
need it. They are wandering the world an ruining souls.
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(http://newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/timgraham/2015/07/23/arsenio-rips-rubio-sayingobama-has-no-class-tweets-his-dnashould#comment-2154811014)

(https://disqus.com/by/allankimharrison/) Ed
Hamilton
(https://disqus.com/by/allankimharrison/)
Neville Chamberlain comes to mind.
English, Spanish Networks Fail to Note Kerry
Misstatements in Iran Deal Hearing; FNC
Covers
(http://newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/curtishouck/2015/07/23/english-spanish-networksfail-note-kerry-misstatements-iran-deal) · 0
minutes ago
(http://newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/curtishouck/2015/07/23/english-spanish-networksfail-note-kerry-misstatements-irandeal#comment-2154810596)

(https://disqus.com/by/DavidWalker1773/)
David Walker
(https://disqus.com/by/DavidWalker1773/)
I know! Instead of banning guns, let's ban
crime! [/sarc]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?...
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WmlNYYASQ0o)
BuzzFeed Editor Politicizes Louisiana Murders:
'Don't Pray, Push For Gun Control'
(http://newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/matthewbalan/2015/07/24/buzzfeed-editor-politicizeslouisiana-murders-dont-pray-push-gun) · 2
minutes ago
(http://newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/matthewbalan/2015/07/24/buzzfeed-editor-politicizeslouisiana-murders-dont-pray-pushgun#comment-2154808123)
(http://disqus.com)
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